
Visual Arts Newsletter to Families

The Students in all grades are completing their first projects which are
filling our school halls with color and excitement.

All grades began the year with Optical Illusions which are highly
motivational, fun and visually stimulating!

3rd grade students are using a vanishing point and patterns of
complementary color combinations to show movement and vibration. We are now
moving on to using our imaginations by transforming a french curve template into
a creature of its own “ Hybrid Species.”  Most students enjoy naming their hybrid
species and using the Elements of line and shape to create the most innovative
of creatures.  We are sure to create an environment appropriate to our creature
similar to how the setting  is used in reading stories.  Our last step is to use the
principle of design called repetition to create patterns.  We look at Zentangle
patterns and include them in our compositions.

4th grade student optical illusions build on 3rd grade knowledge but we
add a few more visual tricks.  A combination of curved lines, strong color
contrast, shading and highlights transform flat triangular shapes into 3-d conical
forms!  Super fun and confidence building.  We will also work with practicing our
spatial intelligence analyzing patterns of zentangles and working these into the
shapes of toadstools.  The plan is to try something new by collaging these into
magazine landscapes.  We shall see how students tackle this challenge.  Any
donations of magazines for this would be greatly appreciated!!

5th grade art students have enhanced our halls with their own optical
illusions which are some of the most creative I’ve seen!  Some students are so
motivated that they are creating additional images at home and others have even
taught family members the technique. The images are both difficult to look at due
to movement and vibration and beautiful all at the same time.

Zentangle challenges will both increase at the 5th grade level and change
into fish in patterned environments.  As with the 4th grade lesson this will be a
new project so we have yet to see how our students will process the challenge….

Until next month,
Creatively,
Mrs. Brandon


